Is my opinion that produce such change in the common practice for an international industry as is today the retail forex market will become as result in a swift change in the propietaries of such account to a unregulated brokers outside USA whose wont see the need to keep under such conditions.

This will be against those investors who will follow the unscrupulous advice from those entities and there for will result in a great opportunity to unregulated trade.

In fact you must remember that the main reason for such markets with high leverage, is not to run positions with the hole deposit, but be avariable to sostain a position even when the high volatility culd affect such instruments, this because you have enough reserves in the funds with the forex broker to sustain such movements with out the risk of losse the position for a margin call.

If you whant to protect the investors from their self, you shuld request a textual warning each time a trade before be opened where explain the possibility of loss the resultant sum of money based in the size of the position against a average movement of x period of time. Or limit the maximum size of trades opened at the same time.

The effect will be the same but the perception is realy different, because will permit the most attractive and usefull use of a risk investment, provide the portafolio investment, the capacity to grow exponentially while just risk a realy small percentage of the total capital avariable.

Best regards Sergio Rocha